
   

 

      
         

   

 

 
 

 
For immediate release 28/10/2008 
 

Race Report – Kyalami 25/10/2008 
 
A CHAMPION IN THE MAKING 
 
Kyalami has always been hallowed ground and it is a circuit that often 
provides the decider in a championship. 
 
Well Saturday 25th October 2008 was different and will be remembered as 
one of those days – it provided South Africa with a new (and most deserved) 
champion. 
 
Sheridan Morais was crowned the new 2008 SA Superbike National 
Champion after blitzing everyone in the field in the first heat as well as parts 
of the second heat. More about that later. 
 
From the setup on the Thursday rain threatened to fall during the whole 
weekend which really would have put a damper on our proceedings and 
plans. 
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EmTek Racing pit setup – Professional as usual pre race #1 

 
Our attention and focus soon turned to the issue of setting up the bikes in 
preparation for the free practise session on Friday. The team was fortunate 
enough to have had a base setup from the race held there in July and then 
tweak the setup for the conditions (Shez broke the lap record using these 
setups). There was a lot of speculation (including BBC weather and SABC 
weather) that rain was forecast for the weekend but fortunately the gods did 
take pity on us and the rain held off.  
The team was also hoping to have a much better weekend for young 
Christopher whose motor was completely refreshed and ready to rock and 
roll. 
 
Friday Free Practise 
The Friday session saw a game of seesaw between P1 to P10. Shez 
unusually could not stamped his authority on the weekend due to a technical 
problem with the bike. For some strange reason a misfire had developed and 
Shez was unable to go through the rev range as he was supposed to. 
Clinton Sellar proved his determination by topping the timing sheet, with Shez 
second and young Christopher a fantastic third. 
 
1 61 Yamaha C.Seller 1:44.580 
20899, Nashua Mobile Yamaha, Yamaha, 1 
2 32 Kawasaki S.Morais 1:44.995 
9998, EmTek Kawasaki, EmTek Kawasaki, Kawasaki, 1, 13591 
3 99 Kawasaki C.Leeson 1:45.095 
21661, EmteK Kawasaki, EmTek Kawasaki, Kawasaki, 1, 13591, Per 
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The session was used to determine the setup of the bike and ensure that the 
correct tyre compound was in place. At the time the team was extremely 
happy with the events of the session with the exception of Shez. 
 
For the second free practise Shez was again plagued by technical problem 
except that this time around there was a terrible patter coming from the front 
wheel. Shez still topped the timing sheets however young Greg Gildenhuys 
managed to pop himself up into 2nd place with Clinton now relegated to 3rd.  
Unfortunately young Christopher did not have a great session and dropped 
down the timing sheets to 14th. 
 
1 32 Kawasaki S.Morais 1:45.344 
9998, EmTek Kawasaki, EmTek Kawasaki, Kawasaki, 1, 13591 
2 34 Honda G.Gildenhuys 1:45.349 
21281, Race Nation Honda, Honda, Per 
3 61 Yamaha C.Seller 1:45.470 
20899, Nashua Mobile Yamaha, Yamaha, 1 
 
However for the third free practise session, Shez managed to get his bike 
working perfectly and put his bike in a commanding lead at the top with a 
fantastic 1:44. 
Chris somehow seemed to also find his rhythm and managed to get into 2nd 
and young Dane Hellyer trying out his Kawasaki 1000cc for the first time in 
3rd.  
This made it a Kawasaki 1, 2, 3. Pity it was not to be for Qualifying. 
 
1 32 Kawasaki S.Morais 1:44.415 
9998, EmTek Kawasaki, EmTek Kawasaki, Kawasaki, 1, 13591 
2 99 Kawasaki C.Leeson 1:45.545 
21661, EmteK Kawasaki, EmTek Kawasaki, Kawasaki, 1, 13591 
3 77 Kawasaki D.Hellyer 1:45.634 
22638, Kyocera Kawasaki, Camera Press Kyalami M/C, Kawasaki 
 
It was a valiant effort by all Kawasaki rides to put all their effort into producing 
this “once in a lifetime” timing sheet. 
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Qualifying 
Qualifying on Saturday morning did not go as well as expected for Chris. He 
did struggle a bit and for some reason does seem to struggle at Kyalami. 
 
1 32 Kawasaki S.Morais 1:43.598 
9998, EmTek Kawasaki, EmTek Kawasaki, Kawasaki, 1, 13591 
2 56 Suzuki H.Kennaugh 1:43.955 
Sinotec Suzuki, Suzuki, 1 
3 34 Honda G.Gildenhuys 1:44.164 
21281, Race Nation Honda, Honda, Per 
4 61 Yamaha C.Seller 1:44.385 
20899, Nashua Mobile Yamaha, Yamaha, 1 
5 86 Suzuki R.Portman 1:44.578 
264, Sinotec Suzuki, Suzuki, 1 
6 1 Suzuki A.Moodley 1:44.667 
718, Dynamic Express Suzuki, Suzuki, Suzuki, 1, TBA 
7 22 Yamaha N.Grobler 1:44.684 
25087, Golden Mile Estate, Yamaha R1, 1 
8 99 Kawasaki C.Leeson 1:44.827 
21661, EmteK Kawasaki, EmTek Kawasaki, Kawasaki, 1, 13591, Per 
 
Shez managed to qualify under his current lap record of 1:43.682. 
However the “dark horse” of overseas campaigner was, Hudson Kennaugh, 
who crept into 2nd place after doing his usual “sandbagging” during the free 
practise sessions. This has become a now trademarked part of Hudson’s 
regime when he turns up for any of the local rounds. However this time the 
bike he was riding was an invite from the respectable Sinotec Suzuki team!!! 
So it was pole position for Heat 1 and Heat 2 for Shez. 
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Race 1 
Shez had an awesome start and managed to ensure that his pole position 
was not for nought. By lap 4 Shez had built up a comfortable lead over the 
chasing bunch which saw Clinton, Hudson and Arushan going hammer and 
tong for the rest of the podium places. 
 

 
Shez leading by 2 seconds ahead of Sellar 

 
Chris had a bit of a difficult start and found himself in 7th or 8th (he truly likes 
to give himself hard work and challenges with his starts).  
Chris had a slightly more exciting race on his hands after getting a poor start 
and pulled a (now mandatory) great pass at the end of the pit straight on 
some of the top national riders at the same time. 
So a hard fought 9th for Chris was banked for Heat 1 and a fantastic win for 
Shez. 
Unfortunately Shez did not manage to break the lap record which was part of 
his game plan. Clinton Sellar got a hard earned second. 
 
Race 2 
This was supposed to be Shez’s swan song to his team, supporters and 
sponsors but it was not to be. Everybody was looking forward to this race in 
anticipation as this is the one Shez had to win to bag the title – in style. In fact 
the organisers had agreed to change the program (due to weather concerns), 
to put the Superbikes on before the dreaded rain came. 
The first half of the race went exactly according to plan with Shez again 
getting the holeshot and moving off into the distance. Behind him was the 
usual trio of Arushan, Clint and Greg with the unusual appearance of Hudson 
in the mix. By lap 3 of 10 the top four riders had broken away and Shez was 
running about 2 seconds ahead of the pack. 
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Young Christopher had started redeeming himself and was making fantastic 
progress through the field and at the end of lap 5 was already up to 6th 
position and only 500th off of his nemesis Greg Gildenhuys. 
 
Unfortunately on lap 5 Heinrich Rheerder picked up a stone which went right 
through his oil cooler and the bike literally spilt its guts of oil all the way 
through the S’s, heading up to Wesbank corner. 
This caught the three riders behind him totally off guard and they all went 
down in a puff of smoke, oil and sweat. 
Both Scully brothers as well as Benjamin Du Plessis went down in the oil – 
with two of the riders bikes pretty much wrecked. Fortunately all three riders 
were unhurt which was fantastic news. 
 
The marshals undertook their cleaning duties with gusto and even recruited 
other marshals as well as the use of the Kyalami fire truck to try and clean 
the track but to no avail. 
After the Clerk of the Course did a track inspection, a vote was put to the 
riders and they unanimously voted against riding the second half of the race. 
 
So it was a bit of a damp squid, but Shez did “win” the second race even 
though it was a cancelled race and he was subsequently awarded the 
Championship due to his margin over his nearest rival Clinton Sellar. 
 
This means that the Cape Town race is going to provide some very 
entertaining racing and there are still a number of deciders that need to be 
finalised for the top 4 riders. 
The results reflected a lot of commitment from the team which was a fantastic 
end to the weekend. 
 

 
Shez making his sponsors proud 
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Who Da Champ – Shez #1 

 
Both the EmTek riders wish to thank the efforts of the members of the Team 
including Ricky Morais, Ryan, Chris Snr and Leon as well as all those who 
made the effort to support the riders and make their race day as comfortable 
and pleasing as possible. 
 
They also wish to send a HUGE THANK YOU to the Teams sponsors 
without whom none of this would have been possible. 
 
The weekend at Kyalami also saw X-ergy again assist the team immensely 
and the Team wishes to thank them for the support. 
 
Hospitality 
The team felt that as this was going to be a “championship winning 
weekend”, it was decided that Boma #9 would be home to the teams 
sponsors, family and supporters for race day. And what a day was had. 
First and foremost Team EmTek Kawasaki wishes to thank the “back office 
operations” for their tireless and spirited support and help in making this day 
fantastic. In particular the moms, wives and girlfriends efforts are particularly 
welcome. 
So a huge shout out goes to the following people: 
 

• Michelle Morais – for all the Lasagne in the world (they even had 
enough to feed Team Pedercini) 

• Katjie Leeson – for all the condiments and salads 
• Helen and Yolanda Parsons – for all the Chicken-a-La-King 
• Clive de Vos from Glenvista Fitness Centre – for his scrumptious 

special lamb on a skewer 
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• Jan and Willem Bronkhorst – for their unwavering support and 
dedicated cooking for the team including the supply of not one, but 
TWO sheep. They also have a trademarked signature dish being their 
mushroom sauce 

• Gil and Andy – for the continuous supply and supply and supply of the 
refreshments and drinks for the day 

• Charl at X-ergy – for turning Boma #9 into an energiser bunny farm 
with his energy drinks that is taking South Africa by storm 

• Sean and team from Full Throttle – for their continued and unwavering 
support of the Team throughout the season 

• ccGallery (the art of motorcycling) team headed up by Philippe 
Moretonas – for his personal support and assistance for the last 3 years 

• Jason Holland – Fairos Chickens 
• All the other unnamed supporters of the day that I may have forgotten 

 
Team EmTek Kawasaki Racing will be sending out individual letters of thanks 
to all our supporters and sponsors after the next round and this will be 
published in our final race report of the season. 
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Candid Gallery 
 
The roving EmTek Racing press team were in attendance and managed to 
capture some “interesting” pictures of the weekend. 
 
 

 
Team EmTek Kawasaki homegrown honeys with their X-ergy drinks 

 
 

 
Chris getting his caffeine boost prior to taking the grid and feeling very “racey” 
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Part of the excitement for the day also saw a great effort by the riders to put 
on a professional show for the sponsors. 
 
The bikes were of the most professionally prepared bikes on the grid and all 
the riders can feel proud to swing a leg over onto the ultra clean bikes and 
this is where Leon van Gent and Ryan August are praised – not once did a 
bike ever go onto the track looking tatty, dirty or un-presentable (in fact some 
of the world superbike teams could learn a lesson or two from EmTek). 
 

 
Hmm – we wonder if this is a champion in the making on a Kawasaki 

 
 

 
This is the second in charge – Pit Boss Ryan Dean Parsons keeping tabs on the 

Boma 
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Next Race – Killarney 15th November 2008 
The ultra fast Killarney round sees Shez with a healthy point lead over 
Clinton Sellar but at no point can he let down his guard. His pride is at stake. 
Cazz is only 15 points shy of third. The team look forward to giving 100% 
again for (a hopefully) 1 and 2!  
 
A brief look at the standings is highlighted below: 
 

  EmTek Racing   

  Sponsored by iAdapt 

  2008   SUPERBIKE 
  Behind 

Place Name No TOTAL Leader Next 
1 Sheridan Morais 32 365 0 0 
2 Clinton Sellar 61 307 58 58 
3 Arushen Moodley 1 236 129 71 
4 Christopher Leeson 99 212 153 24 
5 Shaun Whyte 2 187 178 25 
6 Gregory Gildenhuys 34 186 179 1 
7 Robert Portman 86 151 214 35 
8 Trevor Crookes 3 132 233 19 
9 Bradley Stark 15 124 241 8 

10 Tertius de Lange 69 123 242 1 
11 Julian Odendaal 35 86 279 37 
12 Benjamin Du Plessis 12 46 319 40 
13 Heinrich Rheeder 28 43 322 3 
14 Blayne Wilkner 14 39 326 4 
15 Nicolas Grobler 22 36 329 3 
16 Wayne Waterson 46 30 335 6 
17 Duane Scully 74 14 351 16 
18 Hudson Kennaugh 56 13 352 1 
19 Charles Bezuidenhout 25 8 357 5 
20 Marius Nel 36 8 357 0 
21 Dane Hellyer 77 6 359 2 
22 John Krieger 13 5 360 1 
23 Rob Cragg 16 5 360 0 
24 Glenn Scully 70 0 365 5 
25 Lance Isaacs 3 0 365 0 
  No of Entries in Race   142    

 
PR Dept EmTek Racing 
info@emtekracing.co.za 


